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Musings for Scorpio: Tests Trials Triumphs 

 
 

With its deep emotional intensities, Scorpio can be one of the most 
challenging of the signs. The deep intense qualities of the sign come in 
part from the fact that Scorpio is fixed water and being “fixed” is not 
a comfortable quality for water, which likes to flow move and run 
free. The fixed water of Scorpio is perhaps like a deep hidden pool 
which struggles to find the way to flow on and out into the rivers and 
seas beyond. So for Scorpios their emotional intensities can feel 
blocked and the way through often hard to see. 
Scorpio’s rulers in esoteric astrology are Mars and Pluto (personal 
level), Mars again (soul level) and Mercury (Spiritual level). Mars can 
bring struggle and war-like happenings and again intensity and 
passion. Pluto as the God of the underworld emphasizes the 
unconscious and helps create the deep secretive things that Scorpios 
can experience. 
So much of the early work for people with Scorpio emphasized in 
their chart can be testing and trying and a passionate struggle to 
release driven and hard to access emotions. However when these 
energies are worked through and integrated there can be a liberation 
from the rigid emotional blocks and passions and an opening to the 
spiritual ruler Mercury bringing a growing freedom on the mind and 
intuitional levels. So a liberated Scorpio energy eventually finds its 
flow through a clear mind and experiences a victory as it opens into 
intuitional levels. At this level of maturity the tests and trials are 
becoming triumphs. 
In a more general sense, as we with the sun, pass through the sign of 
Scorpio we feel and experience these Scorpio energies. Because our 
world is still surrounded by a thick smog of astral/lower emotional 
energies we can often feel heavy, stuck and very tested.. As we pass 
through the sign of Scorpio these energies can be amplified creating 



deep and strong tests and trials both for individuals and the world 
community as a whole. 
However if we use the light of the spiritual mind and intuition we can 
begin as individuals and as a world group to see and sense the 
triumph that a liberated mind brings and begin to feel the intuitive 
flows of spirit. Heaviness disappears and lightness flows in. 
 

* The challenge of Scorpio invites us to do our emotional work and to 

find healthy ways to break up and deal with stuck and strong 
emotions. 
 

* It also invites us to see the constructive side of life’s tests and trials 

e.g. what am I learning? what is the teaching here? Things may be 
challenging but seeing the teaching can help us through the obstacles 
to what lies beyond. 
 

* There can also be opportunities when travelling through Scorpio, to 

use the ray 6 energy of Mars; with its devotional and passionate 
energy. We can for example use this passion and devotion to further a 
cause, to help someone out, to become intensely involved in positive 
way in something that we feel dedicated and passionate about. This 
can take us out of a heavy inner focus to what is happening outside of 
us and can lift our feelings into the higher astral field beyond the 
heaviness of the world smog. 
 
Some colours for Scorpio are black for Pluto and ray 1, red for Mars 
and ray 1, pink for ray 6 and gold/yellow for Mercury 
 
Here’s a challenge or two while we pass through the sign of Scorpio 
Find an area in the world or in your life where you feel a trial, test or 
emotional heaviness or stuck-ness and use some of the ideas given 
next to the red stars above to turn tests and trials into a triumph! 
Blessings on the way through every challenge! 
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